CHARGING CARTS
Perfectly-suited for tablets,
laptops and Chromebooks

AVer carts are designed with child safety in mind and exceptionally well-suited for any classroom. Our
adjustable slot dividers support just about any device size or quantity up to 36 devices (C36i). Create the
capacity option that works best for your chromebooks, laptops, or tablets with the most seamless device
management experience. Versatile and robust, AVer also provides clever cable management technology and
intelligent charging so as to create more time for teaching and no anxiety over managing devices.

Cleverly designed dividers

Unique cable management
developped for less slip-n-slide using
AVer cutting-edge cable technology
to secure your cords from slipping out
of place.

allow flexible storage for classrooms
managing large or mixed devices.
Adjustable and removable dividers give
an open size option to fit just about any
size laptop, chromebook or tablets.

Intelligent charging system

which determines the best charge without
programming required, with the ability to
automatically shut off once devices are fully
charged. Devices are efficiently charged
and protected from any circuit overload.

*

Safe, secure and durable carts
combining rugged design with 3-point
steel locking mechanism built into its
cabinet doors.

Dual operator
Extra-large slot design

accomodate
most
chromebooks,
laptops or tablets in most protective
cases, providing a large open space for
easy device access.

with the C30u to manage your 1-to-1 devices
simply by connecting devices to each
individual USB port and simultaneously
charge devices and sync. applications.

COMPACT - FLEXIBLE - DURABLE
C30u
C20i

* 10 years cart and tray / 5 years electrical components

www.avereurope.com
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Adjustable and removable
slot dividers

Customizable storage

T18i

C20i
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Tablets and PC (16’’ max)

Tablets and PC (16’’ max)

Tablets and PC (14’’ max)

iPad / Androïd tablets

Compact footprint

Modular storage

Modular storage

Simultaneous charge & sync. simultanée

Easy cable management

Sliding shelves

USB charge & sync.

LED status indicators

Solid blue: charging

Solid blue: charging

Solid red: charging; Green: sync.

Lockable doors

Yes - 3-point lock

Yes - 3-point lock

Yes - 3-point lock

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Storage configuration

1 bay of 18 compartments

2 bays of 10 compartments

2 bays of 18 compartments

3 bays of 10 compartments

Sliding shelves

No

No

Yes

Yes

Cable management

Individual AC adapter compartments Individual AC adapter compartments Individual AC adapter compartments Individual AC adapter compartments

Security hook

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Swivel casters

-

4 (5’’) - 2 lockable

4 (5’’) - 2 lockable

4 (5’’) - 2 lockable

Intelligent charging

USB 2.0

Charging type

-

Intelligent charging

Synchronization function

No

No

No

Yes

External power outlets

-

2 (2A)

2 (2A)

2 (2A)

AC220V~240V, 50/60Hz
in 8A, out 6A

AC220V~240V, 50/60Hz
in 8A, out 6A

AC220V~240V, 50/60Hz
in 8A, out 6A - USB 2.1A

36,15 x 330 x 419(mn)

34 x 260 x 360 (mn)

34 x 225 x 380 (mn)

637x 1037 x 686 (mn)

977 x 880 x 600 (mn)

637 x 1037 x 686 (mn)

76kg

80kg

76kg

10 years / 5 years *

10 years / 5 years *

10 years / 5 years *

Power specification
Slot dimensions (W x H x D)
Cart dimensions (W x H x D)

430 x 1757 x 469 (mn)

Weight (cart empty)
Warranty

10 years / 5 years *

Specifications subject to change without notice
* 10 years cart and tray / 5 years electrical components

Easy cable
management

Intelligent charging

Secure and compact
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Unsurpassed
warranty

Find us on www.avereurope.com

